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ABSTRACT 

In the present paper, we continue the studying on supra soft topological spaces [6] and investigate the properties of      

supra � −open (closed) soft sets and supra � −soft interior (closure). In particular, we study the relationship between supra  

b-soft interior and supra  � −soft closure. Moreover, we introduce the relations between the class of supra � −open soft sets 

and some special subsets of a supra soft topological space (�, �, �)  mentioned in [6], supported by counter examples. 

Further, we introduce the concepts of supra � −continuous soft functions, Supra � −open soft functions, supra � −closed 

soft functions and study some of their properties in detail. 

2010 AMS Classification: 06D72, 54A10, 54A40. 

KEYWORDS: Soft Sets, Soft Topological Spaces, Supra � −Open Soft Sets, Supra � −soft Continuity 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       In 1999, Molodtsov [26] defined the idea of soft set theory as a general mathematical tool for coping with these 

difficulties. He successfully applied the soft theory in several directions [26, 27]. In 2003, Maji et al. [24] defined the 

theoretical concepts of the soft set theory and investigated some properties of these concepts. After that, applications of soft 

set theory have been studied increasingly [4, 21, 27, 29]. In recent years, many interesting applications of soft set theory have 

been expanded by embedding the ideas of fuzzy sets [2, 3, 7, 10, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31]. In 2011, Shabir et al. [30] 

defined some notions such as soft topological space, soft interior, soft closure etc.  In 2014, Kandil et al. introduced some 

soft operations and investigated their properties in detail, which is extended in [18]. The notion of soft ideal was initiated for 

the first time by Kandil et al. [14]. They also introduced the concept of soft local function. These concepts are discussed with 

a view to find new soft topologies from the original one, called soft topological spaces with Soft ideal (�, 	, �, I�) Applications 

to various fields were further investigated by Kandil et al.[12,13,15,16,17,20]. The notion of supra soft topological spaces 

was initiated for the first time by El-sheikh and Abd El-latif [6]. They also introduced new different types of subsets of supra 

soft topological spaces and study the relations between them in detail. The notion of  � −open soft sets was initiated for the 

first time by El-sheikh and Abd El-latif [5]. 

     The main purpose of this paper, is to continue the studying on supra soft topological spaces [6] and investigate the 

properties of supra b-open (closed) soft sets and supra b-soft interior (closure). In particular, we study the relationship 

between supra b-soft interior and supra b-soft closure. Moreover, we introduce the relations between the class of supra 

b-open soft sets and some special subsets of a supra soft topological space (�, �, �)  mentioned in [6], supported by counter 
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examples. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

  In this section we recall some known definitions, theorems and results related to soft set theory. 

Definition 2.1 [26] Let X  be an initial universe, E  be a set of parameters, �(�) denote the power set of 

X 	and A  be a non-empty subset of E .  A pair (�, �) denoted by AF , is called a soft set over X  , where F  is a 

mapping from � to �(�). i.e  }P(X):,:)({= →⊆∈ AFEAeeF
A

F . 

Definition 2.2 [9] A soft set F  over X  is a set valued function from E  to �(�)... It can be written a set of 

ordered pairs }:))(,{(= EeeFeF ∈ . Note that if ∅=)(eF , then the element ))(,( eFe  is not appeared in F . 

The set of all soft sets over X  is denoted by )(XSE . 

Definition 2.3 [9] Let )(, XSGF E∈ . Then, 

(1) If ∅=)(eF  for all Ee∈ , F  is said to be a null soft set, denoted by Φ~ . 

(2) If XeF =)(  for all Ee∈ , F  is said to be absolute soft set, denoted by X
~

. 

(3) F  is soft subset of G , denoted by GF ⊆~ , if )()( eGeF ⊆  for all Ee∈ . 

(4) GF = , if GF ⊆~  and FG ⊆~ . 

(5) Soft union of F  and G , denoted by GF ∪~ , is a soft set over X  and defined by )(:~ XPEGF →∪  

such that )()(=))(~( eGeFeGF ∪∪  for all Ee∈ . 

(6) Soft intersection of F  and G , denoted by GF ∩~ , is a soft set over X  and defined by 

)(:~ XPEGF →∩  such that )()(=))(~( eGeFeGF ∩∩  for all Ee∈ . 

(7) Soft complement of F  is denoted by 
cF
~

 and defined by )(:
~

XPEF c →  such that 

)(\=)(
~

eFXeFc
 for all Ee∈ . We will consider Definition 2.2 and Definition 2.3 the rest of paper. 

Definition 2.4 [32] The soft set )(XSF E∈  is called a soft point if there exist an Ee∈  such that ∅≠)(eF  

and ∅′ =)(eF  for each }{\ eEe ∈′ , and the soft point F  is denoted by Fe . The soft point Fe  is said to be in the 

soft set G , denoted by GeF ∈~ , if )(~)( eGeF ⊆  for the element Ee∈ . 

Definition 2.5 [1] Let )(XSE  and )(YSK  be families of soft sets, YXu →:  and KEp →:  be 

mappings. Therefore )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  is called a soft function. 

(1) If )(XSF E∈ , then the image of F  under puf , written as )(Ff pu , is a soft set in )(YSK  such that  








∅

∅≠−

−∈

.otherwise,

)()),((
=))((

1

)(1

kpeFu
kFf kpepu

U
 

for all Yk ∈ . 

(2)  If )(YSG K∈ , then the inverse image of G  under puf , written as )(1 Gf pu
− , is a soft set in )(XSE  
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such that  





∅
∈−

−

.otherwise,

)())),(((
=))((

1
1 YepepGu

eGf pu  

for all Ee∈ .  The soft function puf  is called surjective if p  and u  are surjective, also is said to be injective 

if p  and u  are injective.  

Theorem 2.1 [1] Let )(XSE  and )(YSK  be families of soft sets. For the soft function 

)()(: YSXSf KEpu → , for all    )(,, 21 XSFFF E∈  and for all )(,, 21 YSGGG K∈  the following statements hold,  

(1) c
pu

c
pu GfGf

~1~1 )(=)( −− . 

(2)  GGff pupu ⊆− ~))(( 1 . If puf  is surjective, then the equality holds.  

(3) ))((~ 1 FffF pupu
−⊆ . If  puf  is injective, then the equality holds.  

(4) YXf pu

~~)
~

( ⊆ . If  puf  is surjective, then the equality holds.  

(5) XYf pu

~
=)

~
(1−  and ΦΦ ~

=)
~

(puf .  

(6) If 21
~ FF ⊆ , then )(~)( 21 FfFf pupu ⊆ .  

(7) If 21
~ GG ⊆ , then )(~)( 2

1
1

1 GfGf pupu
−− ⊆ .  

(8) )(~)(=)~( 2
1

1
1

21
1 GfGfGGf pupupu

−−− ∪∪   and  )(~)(=)~( 2
1

1
1

21
1 GfGfGGf pupupu

−−− ∩∩ .  

(9) )(~)(=)~( 2121 FfFfFFf pupupu ∪∪  and )(~)(~)~( 2121 FfFfFFf pupupu ∩⊆∩ . If puf  is injective, 

then the equality holds.  

Definition 2.6 [30] Let τ  be a collection of soft sets over a universe X  with a fixed set of parameters E , then 

)(XSE⊆τ  is called a soft topology on X  if: 

(1) τ∈Φ~,
~
X , where ∅Φ =)(

~
e  and ,=)(

~
XeX  for all Ee∈  

(2) The soft union of any number of soft sets in τ  belongs to τ  

(3) The soft intersection of any two soft sets in τ  belongs to τ . 

The triplet ),,( EX τ  is called a soft topological space over X . 

Definition 2.7 [30] Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space over X  and )(XSF E∈ . Then, the soft interior 

and soft closure of F , denoted by )(Fint  and )(Fcl , respectively, are defined as 
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}~andset soft  open is:{=)( FGGGFint ⊆U  

}.~ andset soft  closed is:{=)( HFHHFcl ⊆I  

If there exists at least two soft topologies 1τ  and 2τ  over X , then to avoid confusion it can be written 

)(
1

Fintτ   and )(
2

Fintτ  for )(XSF E∈ . 

Definition 2.8 [32] Let ),,( EX τ  and ),,( * KY τ  be soft topological spaces and )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be 

a function. Then, the function puf  is called,  

(1) Continuous soft if τ∈− )(1 Gf pu  for all 
*τ∈G . 

(2) Open soft if *)( τ∈Gf pu  for all τ∈G . 

Definition 2.9 [11] Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space and )(XSF E∈ . Then F  is said to be,  

(1) Pre open soft set if ))((~ FclintF ⊆ . 

(2) Semi open soft set if ))((~ FintclF ⊆ . 

(3) −α open soft set if )))(((~ FintclintF ⊆ . 

(4)  −β open soft set if )))(((~ FclintclF ⊆ . 

The set of all pre open (resp. semi open, −α open, −β open) soft sets is denoted by )(XPOS  (resp. 

)(XSOS , )(XOSα , )(XOSβ ) and the set of all pre closed (resp. semi closed, α -closed, β -closed) soft 

sets is denoted by )(XPCS  (resp. )(XSCS , )(XCSα , )(XCSβ ). 

Definition 2.10 [6] Let τ  be a collection of soft sets over a universe X  with a fixed set of parameters E , then 

)(XSE⊆µ  is called supra soft topology on X  with a fixed set E  if, 

(1) µ∈Φ~,
~
X , 

(2) The soft union of any number of soft sets in µ  belongs to µ . 

The triplet ),,( EX µ  is called supra soft topological space (or supra soft spaces) over X . 

Definition 2.11 [6] Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space and ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space. We say 

that, µ  is a supra soft topology associated with τ  if µτ ⊆ . 

Definition 2.12 [6] Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space over X , then the members of µ  are said to 
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be supra open soft sets in X . We denote the set of all supra open soft sets over X  by ),,( EXOSsupra µ− , or when 

there can be no confusion by )(XOSsupra−  and the set of all supra closed soft sets by ),,( EXCSsupra µ− , or 

)(XCSsupra− . 

Definition 2.13 [6] Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space over X  and )(XSF E∈ . Then the supra 

soft interior of F , denoted by )(Fints
 is the soft union of all supra open soft subsets of F . Clearly )(Fints

 is the 

largest supra open soft set over X  which contained in F  i.e  

}.~andset soft  opensupra  is:{=)( FGGGFint s ⊆U  

Definition 2.14 [6] Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space over X  and )(XSF E∈ . Then the supra 

soft closure of F , denoted by )(Fcls
 is the soft intersection of all supra closed super soft sets of F . Clearly )(Fcls

 is 

the smallest supra closed soft set over X  which contains F  i.e  

}.~andset soft  closedsupra  is:{=)( HFHHFcl s ⊆I  

3. SUPRA B-OPEN SOFT SETS IN SUPRA SOFT TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

Definition 3.1 Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space and )(XSF E∈ . Then, F  is called a supra  −b open 

soft set if ))((~))((~ FclintFintclF ssss ∪⊆ . The complement of a supra  −b open soft set is a supra  −b closed soft 

set. The set of all supra  −b open soft sets is denoted by ),,( EXBOSsupra µ− , or )(XBOSsupra−  and the set 

of all supra  −b closed soft sets is denoted by ),,( EXBCSsupra µ− , or )(XBCSsupra− .  

Theorem 3.1 Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space. Then,  

(1)  Arbitrary soft union of supra −b open soft sets in supra −b open soft. 

(2)  Arbitrary soft intersection of supra −b closed soft sets is supra −b closed soft. 

Proof.  

(1) Let )(}:{ XBOSsupraJjFj −⊆∈ . Then, ))((~))((~
j

ss
j

ss
j FintclFclintF ∪⊆  For All Jj ∈ . 

 It Follows That, ))]((~))(([~
j

ss
j

ss

JjjJj
FintclFclintF ∪⊆

∈∈ UU  

                 
)))(((~)))(((= j

ss

Jjj
ss

Jj
FintclFclint

∈∈
∪ UU

 

                 )).((~))((~
jJj

ss
jJj

ss FintclFclint
∈∈

∪⊆ UU  

                ).(, XBOSsupraFHence jJj
−∈

∈U  

(2)  By a similar way. 
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Is the family )(XBOSsupra−  forms a soft topology? The answer is no for the next remark. 

Example 3.1 Suppose that there are three phones in the universe X  given by },,{= 321 hhhX . Let 

},{= 21 eeE  be the set of decision parameters which are stands for “expensive” and “beautiful” respectively. Let  

)(,, 321 XSFFF E∈  which describe the composition of the computers, such that  

}.,{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

32233213

21222112

121111

hheFhheF

hheFhheF

heFheF

 

Then, },,,
~

,
~

{= 321 FFFX Φµ  defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence, the soft sets G  and H  which  

defined as follows:  

}.,{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

322321

312311

hheHhheH

hheGhheG
 

 are supra  −b open soft sets of ),,( EX µ , but their soft intersection MHG =~∩ , where }{=)( 31 heM ,  

}{=)( 32 heM , is not supra  −b open soft.  

Remark 3.1: Note that the family of all supra  −b open soft sets on a supra soft topological space ),,( EX µ  

forms a supra soft topology [5], which is a collection of soft sets contains X
~

, Φ~  and closed under arbitrary soft union. 

Definition 3.2: Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space, )(XSF E∈  and )(XSe EH ∈ . Then, 

(1) He  is called a supra  −b interior soft point of F  if there exists )(XBOSsupraG −∈  such that 

FGeH ⊆∈ ~~ , the set of all supra  −b interior soft points of F  is called the supra  −b soft interior of F  

and is denoted by )(Fbints , consequently, 

)}.(,~:{=)( XBOSsupraGFGGFbints −∈⊆U  

(2) He  is called a supra   −b closure soft point of F  if Φ≠∩ ~~ MF  for all )(XBOSsupraM −∈  

such that MeH ∈~ . The set of all supra  −b closure soft points of F  is called supra   −b soft closure of F  

and is denoted by )(Fbcls , consequently, 

}.~),(:{=)( HFXBCSsupraHHFbcls ⊆−∈I  

Theorem 3.2 Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space and )(, XSGF E∈ . Then, the following  

properties are satisfied. 

(1) XXbints
~

=)
~

(  and ΦΦ ~
=)

~
(sbint . 
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(2) FFbints ⊆~)( . 

(3) )(Fbints  is the largest supra  −b open soft set contained in F . 

(4) If GF ⊆~ , then )(~)( GbintFbint ss ⊆ . 

(5) )(=))(( FbintFbintbint sss
.  

(6) )~(~)(~)( GFbintGbintFbint sss ∪⊆∪ . 

(7)  )(~)(~)~( GbintFbintGFbint sss ∩⊆∩ . 

Proof.  Immediate. 

Theorem 3.3: Let ),,( EX µ  be a supra soft topological space and )(, XSGF E∈ . Then, the following  

properties are satisfied. 

(1) XXbcls
~

=)
~

(  and ΦΦ ~
=)

~
(sbcl . 

(2) )(~ FbclF s⊆ . 

(3) )(Fbcls  is the smallest supra  −b closed soft set contains F . 

(4) If GF ⊆~ , then )(~)( GbclFbcl ss ⊆ . 

(5) )(=))(( FbclFbclbcl sss
. 

(6) )~(~)(~)( GFbclGbclFbcl sss ∪⊆∪ . 

(7) )(~)(~)~( GbclFbclGFbcl sss ∩⊆∩ . 

Proof. Immediate. 

Theorem 3.4: Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space and )(XSF E∈ .Then, 

(1) )(XSOSsupraF −∈  if and only if ))((=)( FintclFscl sss
. 

(2) If )(XOSsupraG −∈ , then )~(~)(~ FGclFclG ss ∩⊆∩ . 

(3) If )(XCSsupraH −∈ , then )(~)(~)~( HintGintHGint sss ∪⊆∪ . 

     Proof. It is obvious. 

4. RELATIONS BETWEEN SUPRA B-OPEN SOFT SETS AND OTHER SUBSETS OF SUPRA SOFT 

TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
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              In this section we introduce the relations between supra −b open soft sets and some special subsets of a    

       supra soft topological space ),,( EX µ  mentioned in [6]. 

Theorem 4.1: In a supra soft topological space ),,( EX µ , the following statements hold,   

(1) Every supra open (supra closed) soft set is supra −b open (supra  −b closed) soft. 

    (2)  Every supra pre open (supra pre closed) soft set is supra  −b open (supra  −b closed) soft. 

(3)  Every supra semi open (supra semi closed) soft set is supra  −b open (supra  −b closed) soft. 

(4)  Every supra  −b open (supra  −b closed) soft set is supra −β open (supra −β closed) soft. 

(5) Every supra −α open (supra −α closed) soft set is supra  −b open (supra  −b closed) soft. 

Proof. We prove the assertion in the case of supra  −b open soft set in (4), the other cases are clear. 

 Let )(XBOSsupraF −∈ . Then, 

 ))((~))((~ FclintFintclF ssss ∪⊆  

   ))((~)))(((~ FclintFclintcl sssss ∪⊆  

  )))(((= Fclintcl sss
 

  from Theorem 3.4 (1). Therefore, )(XOSsupraF β−∈ .  

Remark4.1: It is obvious that, 

)()()()( XOSsupraXBOSsupraXSOSsupraXPOSsupra β−⊆−⊆−∪− .  

        The following examples shall show that the implications in Theorem 4.1 can not be reversed and the converses of       

        these implications are not true in general. 

Example 4.1:  (1)  In Example 3.1, the soft set G  is supra  −b open soft set, but it is not supra open soft. 

(2) Suppose that there are four alternatives in the universe of dresses },,,{= 4321 hhhhX  and consider 

)}(),({= 21 woollenecottoneE  be the set of parameters showing the material of the dresses. Let 1F , 2F , 3F  

and 4F  be four soft sets over the common universe X which describe the goodness of the dresses, 

        where  

}.,,{=)(},,,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

4212442114

21232113

122212

221111

hhheFhhheF

hheFhheF

heFheF

heFheF
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Then, },,,,
~

,
~

{= 4321 FFFFX Φµ  defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence, the soft set G  which defined by  

},{=)( 411 hheG , },{=)( 422 hheG  is supra −b open soft set, but it is not supra pre-open soft.  

(3)  Suppose that there are three alternatives in the universe of houses },,{= 321 hhhX , and consider 

},{= 21 eeE  be two parameter “quality of houses” and “wooden” to be the linguistic variable. Let 1F , 2F  and 

3F  be three soft sets over the common universe X  which describe the goodness of the houses, 

        where 

}.,{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

32233213

21222112

121111

hheFhheF

hheFhheF

heFheF

 

Then, },,,
~

,
~

{= 321 FFFX Φµ  defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence, the soft set G  which defined as    

follows: },{=)( 311 hheG , },{=)( 312 hheG , is a supra −b open soft set, but it is not supra semi open soft. 

(4) Suppose that there are four alternatives in the universe of cars },,,{= 4321 hhhhX  and consider    

},{= 21 eeE  be two parameter “quality of cars” and “cost” to be the linguistic variable. Let 1F , 2F  and 3F     

be three soft sets over the common universe X  which describe the goodness of the houses, 

        where  

}.,,{=)(},,,{=)(

},{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},{=)(

4212342113

4222112

2121411

hhheFhhheF

heFhheF

hheFheF

 

Then, },,,
~

,
~

{= 321 FFFX Φµ  defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence, the soft set G  which defined by  

}{=)( 11 heG , }{=)( 32 heG  is supra −β open soft set, but it is not supra  −b open soft. 

(5)  In (3), the soft set G  which defined by: },{=)( 311 hheG , },{=)( 312 hheG  is a supra  −b open soft set 

of ),,( EX µ , but it is not supra −α open soft. 

Corollary 4.1:  The following implications hold from Theorem 4.1 and Remark 5.2 in [6], for a supra soft 

topological  space ),,( EX µ . These implications are not reversible. 
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      )(supra XOS−  )(supra XOSα−    )(supra XSOS−  

                                                      ↙     

       )(supra XPOS− )(supra XBOS−   )(supra XOSβ−  

 Theorem 4.2: Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space and )(XSF E∈ . Then, the followings hold. 

(1) 
cscs FbclFbint
~~

))((=)( . 

(2) 
cscs FbintFbcl
~~

))((=)( . 

Proof. 

(1) From Definition 3.2 (1), ccs XBCSsupraGGFGFbcl
~~

)})(,~:{(=))(( −∈⊆I  

)}(,~:{=
~~~~

XBOSsupraGFGG cccc −∈⊆U  

).(=
~cs Fbint  

(2) From Definition 3.2 (2), 

ccs XBOSsupraGFGGFbint
~~

)})(,~:{(=))(( −∈⊆U  

)}(,~:{=
~~~~

XBCSsupraGGFG cccc −∈⊆I  

).(=
~cs Fbcl  

Theorem 4.3. Let ),,( EX τ  be a soft topological space and )(XBOSsupraF −∈ . 

(1) If Φ~=)(Fints
, then F  is a supra pre open soft set.  

(2) If Φ~=)(Fcls
, then F  is a supra semi open soft set.  

Proof.  Obvious. 

Theorem 4.4  Let ),,( EX µ  be a soft topological space and )(XSF E∈ . Then, )(XBCSsupraF −∈  if 

and only if FFclintFintcl ssss ⊆∩ ~))((~))(( . 

Proof.  Obvious. 

5. SUPRA B-CONTINUOUS SOFT FUNCTIONS 

Definition 5.1. Let ),,( 1 EX τ  and ),,( 2 KY τ  be soft topological spaces, 1µ  be an associated supra soft 

topology with 1τ  and )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be a soft function. Then, the soft function puf  is called a supra −b

→ →

↓

→ →
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continuous soft (supra −b cts soft) if )()(1 XBOSsupraGf pu −∈−  for all 2τ∈G . 

Theorem 5.1.Let ),,( 1 XX τ  and ),,( 2 YY τ  be soft topological spaces, 1µ  be an associated supra soft 

topology with 1τ  and )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be a soft function. Then, the followings are equivalent:  

(1) puf  is a supra −b continuous soft function.  

(2) )()(1 XBCSsupraHf pu −∈−  for every closed soft set H  over Y . 

(3) ))((~))((
2

GfclGbclf pu
s

pu τ⊆  for all )(XSG E∈ . 

(4) ))((~))((
2

11 HclfHfbcl pupu
s

τ
−− ⊆  for all )(YSH K∈ . 

(5) ))((~))(( 1

2

1 HfbintHintf pu
s

pu
−− ⊆τ  for all )(YSH K∈ . 

Proof. (1⇒2): Let H  be a closed soft set over Y . Then, 2

~ τ∈cH  and )()(
~1 XBOSsupraHf c

pu −∈−   

from Definition 5.1. Since c
pu

c
pu HfHf

~1~1 ))((=)( −−  from Theorem 2.1. Thus, )()(1 XBCSsupraHf pu −∈− . 

      ( 2⇒3): Let )(XSG E∈ . Since )()))(((~))((~
2

11 XBCSsupraGfclfGffG pupupupu −∈⊆⊆ −−
τ  

from (2) and Theorem 2.1. Then, )))(((~)(~
2

1 GfclfGbclG pupu
s

τ
−⊆⊆ . 

 Hence, ))((~))))((((~))((
22

1 GfclGfclffGbclf pupupupu
s

pu ττ ⊆⊆ −
. 

from Theorem 2.1. Thus, ))((~))((
2

GfclGbclf pu
s

pu τ⊆ .  

      ( 3⇒4): Let )(YSH K∈  and )(= 1 HfG pu
− . Then,  

)))(((~)))((( 1

2

1 HffclHfbclf pupupu
s

pu
−− ⊆ τ

 

From (3).  Hence, ))))((((~))(( 111 HfbclffHfbcl pu
s

pupupu
s −−− ⊆  

                                    ))))((((~ 1

2

1 Hffclf pupupu
−−⊆ τ . 

                                    ))((~
2

1 Hclf pu τ
−⊆  from Theorem 2.1. 

Thus, ))((~))((
2

11 HclfHfbcl pupu
s

τ
−− ⊆ .  

       ( 4⇒2): Let H  be a closed soft set over Y . Then, )(=))((~))(( 1

2

11 HfHclfHfbcl pupupu
s −−− ⊆ τ from (4).  

But clearly, ))((~)( 11 HfbclHf pu
s

pu
−− ⊆ . This means that, ))((=)( 11 HfbclHf pu

s
pu

−− , and so     
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)()(1 XBCSsupraHf pu −∈− .  

      ( 1⇒5): Let )(YSH K∈ . Then, )())((
2

1 XPOSsupraHintf pu −∈−
τ  from (1). Hence,  

))((~)))(((=))(( 1

2

1

2

1 HfbintHintfbintHintf pu
s

pu
s

pu
−−− ⊆ττ . 

Thus, ))((~))(( 1

2

1 HfbintHintf pu
s

pu
−− ⊆τ .  

     ( 5⇒1): Let H  be an open soft set over Y . Then,  

))((~)(=))((and=)( 11

2

1

2
HfbintHfHintfHHint pu

s
pupu

−−− ⊆ττ
 

from (5). But, we have )(~))(( 11 HfHfbint pupu
s −− ⊆ . This means that,  

)()(=))(( 11 XPOSsupraHfHfbint pupu
s −∈−−

. 

Thus, puf   is a supra −b continuous soft function.  

Theorem 5.2: Let ),,( 1 AX τ , ),,( 2 BY τ  be soft topological spaces and )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be a soft 

function. Then,  

(1) Every supra cts soft function is supra −b cts soft function. 

(2) Every supra pre–cts soft function is supra  −b cts soft function. 

(3) Every supra semi–cts soft function is supra  −b cts soft function. 

(4) Every supra  −b cts soft function is supra −β cts soft function. 

(5) Every supra −α cts soft function is supra  −b cts soft function. 

Proof.  Immediate from Theorem 4.1. 

Example 5.1: The converse of Theorem 5.2 is not true in general, as shown in the following examples. 

(1) Let },,{= cbaX , },,{= zyxY , },{= 21 eeE  and },{= 21 kkK . Define YXu →:  and 

KEp →:  as follows:  

.=)(,=)(

,=)(,=)(,=)(

1221 kepkep

ycuzbuxau
 

Let ),,( 1 EX τ  be a soft topological space over X  where, },
~

,
~

{=1 FX Φτ , where F  is a soft set over X  

defined as },{=)( 1 baeF  and },{=)( 2 baeF . The supra soft topology 1µ  is defined as 

},,,
~

,
~

{= 3211 FFFX Φµ , where 1F , 2F  and 3F  are soft sets over X  defined as follows:  

}.,{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

2313

2212

2111

cbeFcbeF

baeFbaeF

aeFaeF

 

Let ),,( 2 KY τ  be a soft topological space over Y  where, },
~

,
~

{=2 GY Φτ , where G  is a soft set over Y             
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defined by: },{=)( 1 yxkG , },{=)( 2 yxkG . Let ),,(),,(: 21 KYEXf pu ττ →  be a soft function. Then,  

})},{,(}),,{,{(=)( 21
1 caecaeGf pu

−  is a supra −b open soft set, but it is not supra open soft. Hence, puf  is a    

supra  −b continuous soft function, but it is not supra continuous soft.  

(2) Let },,,{= dcbaX , },,,{= wzyxY , },{= 21 eeE  and },{= 21 kkK .Define YXu →: and 

KEp →:  as follows:  

.=)(,=)(

,=)(,=)(

,=)(,=)(

2211 kepkep

xduycu

ybuxau

 

Let ),,( 1 EX τ  be a soft topological space over X  where, },
~

,
~

{=1 FX Φτ , where F  is a soft set over X   

defined as: },{=)( 1 baeF , },{=)( 2 baeF The supra soft topology 1µ  is defined as follows,  

},,,,
~

,
~

{= 43211 FFFFX Φµ , where 321 ,, FFF and 4F  are soft sets over X  defined as follows:  

}.,,{=)(},,,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},,{=)(

},{=)(},{=)(

2414

2213

2212

2111

cbaeFcbaeF

cbeFcbeF

baeFbaeF

aeFaeF

 

Let ),,( 2 KY τ  be a soft topological space over Y  where, },
~

,
~

{=2 GY Φτ , where G  is a soft set over Y   

defined by },{=)( 1 zxkG  and },{=)( 2 wxkG . Let ),,(),,(: 21 KYEXf pu ττ →  be a soft function.  

Then, })},{,(}),,{,{(=)( 21
1 daedaeGf pu

− is a supra −b open soft set, but it is not supra pre open soft set.  

Hence, puf  is a supra  −b continuous soft function, but it is not supra pre–continuous soft. 

In (2), let YXu →:  defined as follows: yau =)( , xbu =)( , ycu =)(  and ydu =)( . Let ),,( 2 KY τ  

be a soft topological space over Y  where, },
~

,
~

{=2 GY Φτ , where G  is a soft set over Y  defined by },{=)( 1 yxkG  

and },{=)( 2 wxkG . Let ),
2

,(),
1

,(: KYEX
pu

f ττ →  be a soft function. Then, })}{,(}),{,{(=)( 21
1 bebeGf pu

−  

is a supra  −b open soft set, but it is not supra semi open soft set. Hence, puf is a supra  −b continuous soft function, but 

it is not supra semi–continuous soft. 

(3) Let },,,{= dcbaX , },,,{= wzyxY , },{= 21 eeE  and },{= 21 kkY . Define YXu →:  and 

KEp →:  as follows:  

.=)(,=)(

,=)(,=)(

,=)(,=)(

2211 kepkep

zduwcu

ybuxau

 

Let ),,( 1 EX τ  be a soft topological space over X  where, },
~

,
~

{=1 FX Φτ , where F  is a soft set over X  

defined as },{=)( 1 baeF  and },{=)( 2 baeF . The supra soft topology 1µ  is defined as follows, 
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},,,,
~

,
~

{= 43211 FFFFX Φµ , where 321 ,, FFF and 4F   are soft sets over X  defined as follows:  

.=)(},,,{=)(

},,,{=)(},,,{=)(

},{=)(},,{=)(

},,{=)(},{=)(

2414

2213

2212

2111

∅eFdbaeF

dbaeFdbaeF

deFbaeF

baeFdeF

 

Let ),,( 2 KY τ  be a soft topological space over Y  where, },
~

,
~

{=2 GY Φτ , where G  is a soft set over Y   

defined by }{=)( 1 xkG  and }{=)( 2 wkG . Let ),,(),,(: 21 KYEXf pu ττ →  be a soft function. Then,   

})}{,(}),{,{(=)( 21
1 ceaeGf pu

−  is a supra  −b open soft set, but it is not supra pre open soft set. Hence, puf   

is a supra −β continuous soft function, but it is not supra  −b continuous soft. Then,  

},,,,
~

,
~

{= 4321 FFFFX Φµ  defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence, the soft set G  which defined by  

}{=)( 11 heG  and }{=)( 32 heG  is supra −β open soft set, but it is not supra  −b open soft. 

  (5)  In (2), let YXu →:  defined as follows: yau =)( , xbu =)( , xcu =)(  and xdu =)( . Let   

),,( 2 KY τ  be a soft topological space over Y  where, },
~

,
~

{=2 GY Φτ , where G  is a soft set over Y  defined by: 

},{=)( 1 yxkG  and },{=)( 2 wxkG . Let ),,(),,(: 21 KYEXf pu ττ →  be a soft function. Then, 

})},,{,(}),,,{,{(=)( 21
1 dcbedcbeGf pu

−  is a supra  −b open soft set, but it is not supra −α open soft set. 

Hence, puf  is a supra  −b continuous soft function, but it is not supra −α continuous soft. 

6. SUPRA B-OPEN SOFT FUNCTIONS AND SUPRA B-CLOSED SOFT FUNCTIONS 

    Definition 6.1:  Let ),,( 1 EX τ  and ),,( 2 KY τ  be soft topological spaces. Let 1µ  and 2µ  be two associated 

supra soft topologies with 1τ  and 2τ , respectively. Let )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be a soft function. Then, the soft 

function puf   is called a supra −*b continuous soft (supra −*b cts soft) if )()(1 XBOSsupraGf pu −∈−  for all 

)(YBOSsupraG −∈ . 

Theorem 6.1: Let ),,( 1 EX τ  and ),,( 2 KY τ  be soft topological spaces. Then, every supra −*b cts soft function 

)()(: YSXSf KEpu →  is supra −b cts soft function.  

Proof.  Immediate from Definition 6.1.  

On accounting of Theorem 6.1, Theorem 5.2, [[6], Corollary 6.1], we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 6.1: For a supra soft topological space we have the following implications. 
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                                              ↙     

 soft ctsbsupra −    

                                    ↑ 

                           soft ctsbsupra * −  

Theorem 6.2: Let ),,( 1 EX τ  and ),,( 2 KY τ  be soft topological spaces and )()(: YSXSf KEpu →  be a 

soft function. Then, the followings are equivalent: 

(1) puf  is a supra −*b cts soft function. 

(2) )()(1 XBCSsupraHf pu −∈−  for all )(YBCSsupraH −∈ . 

(3) ))(())((
2

GfclGbclf pu
s

pu τ⊆  for all )(XSG E∈ . 

(4)  ))(())((
2

11 HclfHfbcl pupu
s

τ
−− ⊆  for all )(YSH K∈ . 

(5) ))(())(( 1

2

1 HfbintHintf pu
s

pu
−− ⊆τ  for all )(YSH K∈ . 

Proof.  Similar to the Proof of Theorem 5.1. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we continue the study on supra soft topological spaces [6] and investigate the properties of supra  

−b open (closed) soft sets and supra  b- soft interior (closure). In particular, we study the relationship between supra  

−b soft interior and supra  −b soft closure. Moreover, we introduce the relations between the class of supra −b open 

soft sets and some special subsets of a supra soft topological space ),,( EX µ   mentioned in [6], supported by counter 

examples. Further, we introduce the concepts of supra −b continuous soft functions, Supra −b open soft functions, 

supra −b closed soft functions and study some of their properties in detail. As a consequence the relations of some 

supra soft continuities are shown in a diagram. In the next study, we will introduce the notions of sepraion axioms to 

supra soft topological spaces. 
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